Osborne Naval Shipyard (used
to be Techport)
Talking points:
1. Diversion of civil society
money into the Defence
budget via the artificial
competition set up
between the States by
the Federal government
2. Rapid change and lack
of transparency in
ownership of
companies as projects
come and go
3. More civil money used
to build educational
facilities, which are
then militarised
4. Civilian companies
buying in to defence
contracts and becoming
dependant on them
Some of the Corporations here:
Raytheon, 620 Mersey Road
North Osborne SA 5017
ASC Submarines
694 Mersey Road North
Outer Harbour SA 5017
ASC Shipbuilding: now ASC
(BAE Systems)
640 Mersey Road
Outer Harbour SA 5017
PMB Defence (used to be
Pacific Marine Batteries), 655
Mersey Rd North Osborne SA
5017

1) Common User Facility: Federal defense budget does not include the
costs of this type of infrastructure. The States use their GST revenue to
build this stuff in order to win military contracts from the
Commonwealth. Originally designed as a shiplift for use by civilian and
naval use, design specifications were for a lift large enough to
accommodate Panamax ships which would have meant Adelaide
shipbuilding and repair facilities could have serviced the southern
hemisphere cargo shipping that currently goes to India for repairs. That
design was cut down, and is now only deep enough and wide enough to
handle smaller naval vessels. The shiplift is now entirely surrounded by
the Naval Shipyard and has been used almost entirely for the AWD
build. Both the SA government-built Common User Facility and the
Maritime Skills Centre (TAFE) have been transferred to the
Commonwealth’s company Australian Naval Infrastructure PL and are
both managed for the Commonwealth by a joint venture between
Kellogg Brown and Root (previously Halliburton) and Huntington Ingalls
Industries called Naval Shipbuilding Institute (Australia).
2) Ownership shenanigans. ASC have partnered with Luerssen of
Germany to start building the first 2 Offshore Patrol Vessels (Nov 18)
before the rest of the build transfers to Western Australia. Ownership
of ASC is complicated. It was one company with two wings (Australian
Shipbuilding/Australian Submarine) both of which were supposed to be
51% owned by the Commonwealth (for national security reasons), yet
recently the Shipbuilding wing was structurally separated and fully
bought out by BAE Systems. BAE Systems’ ASC subsidiary has been
awarded the build of the Future Frigate program, starting 2020. The
ASC Submarine wing appears to still be listed as a “sovereign” company,
but that could change at any time. The Future Submarines project has
been awarded to French company NAVAL GROUP, to be built at the
Osborne Naval Precinct. ASC Submarine have a collaborative agreement
with ENDEL ENGIE who do subcontracting to NAVAL GROUP, but no
contracts have been awarded to ASC thus far.
3) Educational facilities: At Osborne Naval Shipyard itself there is a
purpose-built TAFE Education Centre (the Maritime Skills Centre).
Recently ownership was transferred to the Commonwealth’s Australian
Naval Infrastructure PL and renamed Naval Shipbuilding College and
managed by private companies (see (1). In Port Adelaide the LeFevre
High School VET Maritime Engineering certificate courses that used to
be aimed squarely at the fishing industry have been rebranded Stage 1
Naval Engineering (in Yr 11/12) and Year 10s take part in the Subs in
Schools program. The school website shows dozens of worksheets
designed & branded by the Air Warfare Alliance, eg teaching ballistics
http://www.lefevrehs.sa.edu.au/wpcontent/uploads/2014/09/Ballistics-RAS.pdf
4) Mixed money: Pacific Marine Batteries has morphed into PMB Defence
and specialize in the provision of batteries for submarines. SME’s buy
into the reliable income stream and it becomes their mainstay.
5) Future outlook? The Future Submarine Design Centre and Combat
System Design Integration and Test Facility.

Technology Park at Mawson
Lakes (with considerable spillover of individual defence
industry companies into the
Pooraka, Dry Creek and Cavan
industrial areas).
Talking points:
Insertion of military
facilities into civilian
areas with no planning
controls, as the tech is
the same, even though
the risks to the
neighbours are
different (SpeedCast)
Historic change in “who
calls the shots” –
military tooling up the
Weapons Facility in
WW2 at Salisbury then
detooling it after the
war, vs the industrial
weapons manufacturers
getting their client
militaries to buy and
use up endless weapons
(in endless wars).
(While passing
Lockheed)
Margie to do banners
and talk at SAAB
Mixed messages: SMEs
becoming dependant
on military money while
sheltering behind a
history of “common
good” (at Codan)
Client universities (eg
Uni SA)

Other nearby companies:
General Dynamics Land
Systems – Australia, 26
Williams Circuit, Pooraka
(national armoured fighting
vehicle manufacturing and
sustainment hub, in conjunction
with BAE Systems)

1) SpeedCast, 12 Park Way, bought out the failed NewSat space
communication arrays at Mawson Lakes (used for satellite phones).
NewSat over-reached in their $600 million project to launch the Jabiru1 satellite communications system built by neighbour Lockheed Martin
and went into receivership. In addition to buying out their civilian
teleport facilities, SpeedCast have service agreements with several
militaries and military contractors. Most recently, in 2016 they
contracted with Airbus Defence to provide support, maintenance and
operation of the Skynet East Anchor Station of the British military’s
Skynet 5 satellite system (currently operated by Astrium Services on
behalf of the UK Ministry of Defence). The new antenna dish array was
located on-ground at Mawson Lakes to enable the British to better
observe the South China Sea, in preparation for increased “friction” in
that area, according to British High Commissioner, Menna Rawlings.
This means the facility will be one of the first targets in any military
dispute with China, whether or not Australia is involved in providing
personnel or materiel to support either the US or UK.
2) Lockheed Martin, 45 Third Avenue, Mawson Lakes. Since removed to
the Edinburgh Defence Precinct.
3) SAAB Australia, 21 Third Avenue, Technology Park, Mawson Lakes.
SAAB is providing the Combat Management Systems for the Offshore
Patrol Vessels being built at Osborne Naval Shipyard and Perth.
4) Codan Limited (including the new Codan Defence division and Codan’s
Minelab subsidiary), 2 Second Avenue, Mawson Lakes, SA 5095. Radio
and secure comms (started off making RFDS radios for outback
families), antenna arrays, and mineral and mine/IED detection gear.
Recently awarded $6.7 million from DoD to develop a handheld “device
detector”. Codan is a difficult company to target, as the original owners
(Alastair Wood, Ian Wall and Jim Bettison) are the guys that made the
first HF School of the Air Radio (1959), and the RFDS radios. These days
the Board includes an ex-Chief of Army, and the Exec GM is ex-US
Army. The small Newton factory has moved to the much larger facilities
at Tech Park since the shift in focus to military supply.
5) Uni SA: offers Bachelor, Master and PhD degree programs in:
Military systems integration
Engineering
Industrial design
Data analytics
Cybersecurity
Complex project management
Material sciences
Autonomous systems
Sensors
Communications and signal processing
Artificial intelligence
Leadership and management development
Executive education
Also offers Work Integrated Program with Defence internships, and
boasts the new SAAB-UniSA Defence Technologies Institute, with “realworld” placements hosted at SAAB’s Mawson Lakes headquarters,
SAAB will also “co-create” curriculum and teaching materials for the
School of IT, Engineering & the Environment.

RAAF Edinburgh, and the
industrial area around RAAF
Edinburgh, called the Edinburgh
Defence Precinct

Some of the corporations
located here;
BAE Systems, 1 Taranaki Rd,
Edinburgh Parks, Edinburgh
Raytheon, Edinburgh RAAF
Base, SA 5111
Northrop Gumman, Edinburgh
RAAF Base, SA 5111
CAE Australia, RAAF Base
Building 398 – 292, Squadron
AFS, Edinburgh
Lockheed Martin

The St Kilda antenna site

Adelaide Airport

Defence Landing Pad

Tonsley Innovation Precinct
Test & Training Areas

1) A Defence Super-Base that has seen an influx of personnel. It now
houses 3500 personnel from the Australian Army, Royal Australian Air
Force, the Capability Acquisition and Sustainment Group, elements of
Joint Logistics Command (part of Vice Chief of Defence Force Group)
and Defence Estate and Infrastructure Group as well as key defence
companies including Lockheed Martin (maker of the F35) BAE Systems
Australia, Raytheon Australia, Airbus Group Australia Pacific, CAE
Australia and Meggitt Training Systems.
2) Once acquired, RAAF Base Edinburgh in Adelaide will be the base for
the nation’s new fleet of P-8A Poseidon maritime surveillance aircraft,
as it has been for RAAF’s AP-3C Orion maritime patrol fleet during the
past four decades. The existing Orion maritime patrol program at
Edinburgh has a “through-life” support program run by the AP-3C
Accord Alliance, consisting of Airbus Group Australia Pacific,
BAE Systems Australia and the Department of Defence. Since 2005,
Raytheon Australia have been providing avionics through-life support
to the AP-3C Orions and aerospace support to the Air Warfare Centre.
CAE Australia, located at RAAF Base Edinburgh provide software,
system maintenance, upgrade and support to the AP-3C Advanced
Flight Simulator as part of the existing Orion patrol program.
3) Hercules training is also conducted from Edinburgh, and the resulting
black deposits of aviation fuel particulates rain continuously from the
slow-moving Hercules as they do their “circuits and bumps” all day long
over the lower socio-economic northern suburbs of Burton, Direk,
Edinburgh, Salisbury North and Waterloo Corner
4) After the Global Hawk visited Edinburgh Airbase in 2001, it seemed
likely that unmanned aerial surveillance would be arriving sooner or
later. The Australian Government has committed to acquiring seven
MQ-4C Triton unmanned aerial vehicles from the United States Navy,
once Northrop Grumman build them. They will be based at RAAF
Edinburgh.
5) South Australia is a leading national armoured fighting vehicle
manufacturing and sustainment hub, undertaken by BAE Systems
Australia and General Dynamics Land Systems – Australia
Used to be called the Defence Science and Technology Organisation’s antenna
site, now the DST Group. The Jindalee Operational Radar Network (JORN)
comprises three over-the-horizon radar systems that use the ionosphere to
monitor air and sea movements across at least 37,000 square kilometres.
Invented by the Defence Science and Technology Group in South Australia (at
the St Kilda aerial antenna site) the high-frequency system is supported from
South Australia by Lockheed Martin and BAE Systems Australia. JORN’s
command and control element, 1 Remote Sensor Unit, is based at RAAF Base
Edinburgh.
Project Sentinel is an outsourced maritime surveillance program using Dash 8
aircraft. Cobham Aviation Services (1 National Drive, Adelaide Airport) have the
contract, which started in 2008, and which runs till 2021. The contracting
agency is the Australian Border Force. The maintenance and modification of the
aircraft is conducted in Adelaide, possibly at their maintenance facilities at the
Adelaide Airport’s industrial complex.
Lot 14 (Old RAH Hospital site). The Defence Landing Pad provides a home to
global companies, enabling them to develop their Australia business strategy
and plan local operations.
The Sustainability innovation hub is currently being marketed into the defence
sector via Defence SA’s web site.
Woomera Range, Cultana Training Area (5X expansion of area), Port Wakefield
P&EE – all old defence facilities but being advertised for wider use.

